Tropical deep convection and its impact on composition in global and mesoscale models – Part 2: Tracer transport
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Abstract

The tropical transport processes of 14 different models or model versions were compared, within the framework of the SCOUT-O3 (Stratospheric-Climate Links with Emphasis on the Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere) project. The tested models range from the regional to the global scale, and include numerical weather prediction (NWP), chemistry transport, and climate chemistry models. Idealised tracers were used in order to prevent the model’s chemistry schemes from influencing the results substantially, so that the effects of modelled transport could be isolated. We find large differences in the vertical transport of very short lived tracers (with a lifetime of 6 hours) within the tropical troposphere. Peak convective outflow altitudes range from around 300 hPa to almost 100 hPa among the different models, and the upper tropospheric tracer mixing ratios differ by up to an order of magnitude. The timing of convective events is found to differ between the models, even among those which source their forcing data from the same NWP model (ECMWF). The differences are less pronounced for longer lived tracers, however they could have implications for the modelling of the halogen burden of the lowermost stratosphere through species such as bromoform, or for the transport of short lived hydrocarbons into the lowermost stratosphere. The modelled tracer profiles are found to be strongly influenced by the convective transport parameterisations, and boundary layer mixing parameterisations of the models. The location of rapid transport into the upper troposphere is similar among the models, and is mostly concentrated over the western Pacific, the Maritime Continent and the Indian Ocean. In contrast, none of the models indicates significant enhancement in upward transport over western Africa. The mean mixing ratios of an idealised CO like tracer in the upper tropical troposphere are found to be sensitive to the surface CO mixing ratios in the regions with the most active convection, revealing the importance of correctly modelling both the location of convective transport and the geographical pollutant emission patterns.
1 Introduction

The time scales for atmospheric transport and photochemical production/loss are critical, interlinked factors in determining the distribution of trace species in the atmosphere. Short-lived chemical species emitted at the Earth's surface are removed in the lower troposphere unless they encounter meteorological conditions that result in fast upward transport to the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere (UT/LS). In the tropics the main meteorological phenomena in which this occurs are individual thunderstorms and larger areas of convection. The quantity of short-lived species which reaches the UT/LS in the tropics is not known with great confidence from either observational or modelling studies (Law and Sturges, 2007). Recently the issue has received greater attention as the potential role of very short-lived halocarbons in the bromine budget and in stratospheric ozone depletion has been recognised (e.g. Sturges et al., 2000; Salawitch et al., 2005; Sinnhuber and Folkins, 2006; Feng et al., 2007; Laube et al., 2008; Hossaini et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2010). In addition, fast transport is important in determining the atmospheric distributions of other natural, short-lived species (e.g. hydrocarbons and their breakdown products) as well as anthropogenic pollutants such as CO, C$_2$H$_2$ (Park et al., 2008) and, by implication, NO$_X$. Their fate, once in the UT/LS, is determined to a large extent by the altitude to which they are lofted.

In considering just the short-lived halocarbons such as bromoform and dibromomethane, which are likely to provide some, if not all of the reported "missing" bromine in the stratospheric bromine budget, one needs to know the amount of bromine in these gases which is lofted to a region of upward motion (Sinnhuber and Folkins, 2006).

In the tropics there is a gradual transition from tropospheric to stratospheric behaviour known as the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) (e.g. Fueglistaler et al., 2009, and references therein). Net upward motion occurs above the level of zero radiative heating, which is where radiative heating becomes positive and air rises. The exact level where this takes place depends on the local temperature profile, the water vapour...
mixing ratio and whether or not clouds are present (e.g. Hartmann and Larson, 2002; Corti et al., 2005). A typical value is 15 km (ca. 120 hPa) (Sherwood and Dessler, 2000), which is above the level of maximum convective outflow (about 12–13 km, or 195–165 hPa) (Folkins et al., 1999, 2000). As a result, only a fraction of the air lofted up in convective flow reaches this higher level, and so any studies considering how much of this lofted air eventually reaches the stratosphere have to consider the tail in the distribution of convective outflow. This is not well known from either observational or modelling studies, and there has recently been considerable controversy on this matter (e.g. Kupper et al., 2004; Ricaud et al., 2007; Fueglistaler et al., 2009).

A number of studies have investigated the mass transported and altitude reached by convective transport, using different models and parameterisations. Folkins et al. (2006) compared two convective parameterisations in a one-dimensional framework as well as two further parameterisations in the GEOS-3 and GEOS-4 global models, with climatologies of CO, H$_2$O, HNO$_3$ and O$_3$, and found that the models which produce a more clearly defined convective outflow layer in the region of 10–13 km (or ca. 265–165 hPa) altitude matched the measurements best. Arteta et al. (2009a) used an online regional model, CATT-BRAMS, to investigate the sensitivity of tropical tracer transport to the convective parameterisation, and Arteta et al. (2009b) evaluated the effect of resolution on the simulated tracer distributions, showing that the higher resolution versions of their model produce more convective transport which reaches higher altitudes. Various studies (Wild and Prather, 2006; Rind et al., 2007; Deng et al., 2004) have shown that increases in horizontal and vertical resolution improve the skill of the model in predicting tracer transport by convection.

Thus far, however, there has been no concerted effort to assess the performance of short-lived tracer transport schemes across a range of global and mesoscale models. In this pair of papers we attempt to do exactly that, using a number of models which participated in the SCOUT-O3 project. These include chemical transport models, coupled chemistry-climate models or global circulation models and a mesoscale model. The resolutions, boundary layer mixing schemes and convective transport parameter-
isations differ among the models, as does the method used to calculate the vertical winds, even when the same meteorological data is used (for the offline models). All these factors contribute to the differences in the tracer profiles the models produce. Some of the model versions which participated differed in one main aspect (see Section 2), allowing the attribution of the difference in transport to that aspect of the model configuration.

In the first paper (Russo, 2010) (hereafter R.2010), we present a comparison of the models’ meteorological parameters with satellite-based measurements. In this second paper we compare the results of model tracer transport. This task is hampered by the lack of an observational quantity which can be considered as “truth”: uncertainties in emissions and in chemical degradation schemes limit the degree to which any discrepancies can be ascribed to the transport schemes. Therefore, the core of our comparison is based on idealised tracers which are prescribed in the same way for all models. These reveal model-model differences but do not in themselves indicate which model’s transport scheme is better. To shed light on the latter issue, a semi-realistic tracer (idealised CO) is used and compared to measurements. Since the primary source of CO in the troposphere is at the ground, it is a good tracer of upward vertical transport.

In Sect. 2 of this paper, the models which took part and their set-ups for the comparison are described. The idealised tracers and their rational are explained in Sect. 3. The results of the comparisons are described in Sect. 4, focusing on their concentration profiles in the Tropics (4.1), the strength and spatial distribution of tropical convection (4.2), and a comparison of the idealised CO with measurements (4.4). The results are discussed in Sect. 5, as are the lessons from this first comparison of model descriptions of tracer transport in strongly convective regions.

2 Models

A total of 14 models, or model versions, participated in this inter-comparison: 7 global off-line chemical transport model (CTM) simulations, 4 global general circulation mod-
els, or coupled chemistry-climate models (GCMs, CCMs) and 3 numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. An initial series of modelling experiments were run, Round 1 (R1), and based on the results of these, the tracers were refined and a second set of experiments was carried out Round 2 (R2). A summary of the configuration of these runs is provided in Table 1. The CTM, and nudged CCM model simulations were run for the year 2005, the un-nudged CCMs used boundary conditions representative of this time period. The NWP model WRF was run for February, August and November 2005, and CATT-BRAMS was run for the Maritime Continent area for November 2005. The models are described below.

2.1 TOMCAT CTM

TOMCAT is a 3-dimensional CTM with a variable horizontal and vertical resolution (Chipperfield, 2006). The model is forced using 6-hourly ECMWF analyses for vorticity, divergence, humidity and temperature. The vorticity and divergence fields provide the large-scale horizontal winds and vertical winds are diagnosed from the analysed divergence. Sub-grid scale transport is parameterised in the model using information from the large-scale analyses.

The convection scheme implemented in TOMCAT is identical to that described by Tiedtke (1989), except mid-level convection and convective down-drafts are not included and there is no organised entrainment of environmental air above cloud base (Stockwell and Chipperfield, 1999). The scheme does include cumulus up-drafts in the vertical column entrainment of environmental air into the cloud and detrainment of cloud air to the environment. The magnitudes of these are related to horizontal convergence of moisture below cloud and the difference between cloud and environmental specific humidity at cloud base. Mass balance within the vertical column is maintained by including sub-grid subsidence of environmental air (induced by convection) within the same time step.

Two TOMCAT runs were performed. For the simulation TOMCAT_Louis the model was run at 2.8° x 2.8° with 31 hybrid σ-p levels from the surface to 10 hPa. This run
used the boundary layer mixing scheme of Louis (1979).

TOMCAT_R2 is based on TOMCAT_Louis except that the boundary layer mixing scheme of Holtslag and Boville (1993) was used. Further investigation of the impact of different treatments of convection with the TOMCAT CTM is given in Feng et al. (2010).

2.2 KASIMA CTM

KASIMA is a global CTM, with a lower boundary at a pressure altitude of 4 km. The transport is calculated on a spherical grid with a T21 resolution (approximately 5.6° × 5.6°). Advection is calculated using the two-step flux-corrected scheme described by Zalesak (1979). Meteorological data from ECMWF operational analyses is used to drive the model, and the vertical wind is derived from the divergence of the horizontal winds. There is no convective transport, and no boundary layer mixing scheme.

2.3 UMCAM CCM

UMCAM is an Eulerian CCM based on the Met Office Unified Model (UM) version 4.5. The horizontal resolution is 2.5° latitude × 3.75° longitude, with 19 vertical layers between the surface and 4.6 hPa. Convection is parameterised using the penetrative mass flux scheme of Gregory and Rowntree (1990), and the boundary layer is mixed using a MOSES-1 Non-local K scheme with entrainment (UKMO surface exchange scheme version 1). Sea surface temperatures and sea ice distribution are prescribed from the BADC dataset for 2005.

2.4 UKCA CCM

UKCA is an Eulerian GCM based on the “new dynamics” version of the Met Office UM (Davies et al., 2005). This model is non-hydrostatic and vertical velocity is calculated as a diagnostic variable on hybrid \( \sigma \)-height coordinates. Not using the hydrostatic approximation allows runs at very high resolution. To increase stability the model uses
a two time-level, semi-Lagrangian advection (Priestley, 1993) and semi-implicit time stepping.

The convective parameterisation scheme is based on Gregory and Rowntree (1990), and both shallow and deep convection are included. Cloud base closure for shallow convection is based on Grant (2001), and parameterised entrainment and detrainment rates for shallow convection are obtained from Grant and Brown (1999). For deep convection, the thermodynamic closure is based on the reduction of CAPE to zero (CAPE closure approach) based on Fritsch and Chappell (1980). The boundary layer parameterisation is based on Lock et al. (2000). It also includes an explicit parameterisation of entrainment at the boundary-layer top.

Three UKCA runs were performed. Run UMUKCA-UCAM (R1) is a free running version of the UKCA at the usual climate horizontal resolution of N48 (ca. 2.5°×3.8°) and 38 levels from 0 to 39 km.

The nudged model (UMUKCA-UCAM_nud) was run at N48 resolution with 38 levels from 0 to 39 km. The nudged model uses ECMWF operational analyses available every 6 h. This data is interpolated onto the model time-steps and levels. The model temperature and horizontal winds are constrained to this data using the technique of Newtonian relaxation.

UM-UCAM_highres is a higher resolution run of the free-running UKCA model (N216, 0.83°×0.56°) with 38 levels from 0 to 39 km. The model is initialised using UKMO assimilated initial conditions and is constrained by sea surface temperatures and sea ice derived from the GISST 2.0 climatology (Parker et al., 1995).

### 2.5 UMSLIMCAT CCM

UMSLIMCAT is a coupled chemistry-climate model based on the extended middle atmosphere version of UM version 4.5. Like UMCAM the horizontal resolution is 2.5°latitude×3.75°longitude but the model has 64 vertical levels between the surface and 0.01 hPa. Advection is calculated with the Quintic-Mono scheme (Gregory and West, 2002), and convection with the penetrative mass flux scheme (Gregory and...
Rowntree, 1990). There is no mixing of tracers in the boundary layer.

### 2.6 Oslo CTM2

The Oslo CTM2 is a global CTM, run on 40 vertical levels between the surface and 2 hPa (hybrid $\sigma$-$p$ coordinates) for these experiments. The mass centre of the upper model layer is at 10 hPa. The horizontal resolution used here is T42 (approx $2.8^\circ \times 2.8^\circ$). The model uses winds from the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) model, with the vertical wind being calculated from the divergence of the horizontal fields. The meteorological input data were generated by running the IFS model at ECMWF in a series of forecasts, started from the analysed fields every 24 h (at 12:00 UTC). Each forecast was run for 36 h, allowing for 12 h of spin-up. Linking together all the forecasts results in a continuous record of input data. Data are sampled every 3 h. The forecasts were run with the cycle 29 version of the IFS model, with a spectral resolution of T319L40, which is truncated to T42 for the simulations in this study.

As well as providing large-scale winds, the IFS forecasts provide archived convective mass fluxes. The convective transport of tracers is then parameterised as an “elevator system”. Starting from the bottom of a model column, the difference in upward mass flux between the top and bottom of a model grid box determines whether entrainment or detrainment to or from the grid box takes place. If there is no difference between the fluxes through the top and bottom of the box, the up-draft simply passes through without any entrainment or detrainment of tracers. The maximum height of convection is determined by the lowest level where either precipitation flux is zero, or upward mass flux is zero. Full mixing of entrained air into the up-draft core is assumed. Turbulent mixing in the boundary layer is treated according to the Holtslag K-profile scheme Holtslag et al. (1990).
2.7 FRSGC/UCI CTM

FRSGC/UCI is a global CTM with a similar configuration to that of the Oslo CTM2. The model was run at T42 resolution for these studies, with 37 vertical layers from the surface to 2 hPa (hybrid $\sigma$-p coordinates). The mass centre of the upper model layer is at 10 hPa. The meteorological forcing data is the same as that used by the Oslo CTM2, except that the lowest 5 layers of the 40-layer output are combined into two layers. Convection is parameterised with an elevator approach based on net convective mass fluxes up through the atmospheric column, with additional treatment of explicitly defined entrainment/detrainment fluxes where these are non-zero.

2.8 pTOMCAT CTM

pTOMCAT is a global CTM originally derived from TOMCAT. It still uses the same horizontal and vertical coordinates, the same advection and convection schemes and is forced using the same ECMWF analysis files. pTOMCAT has a horizontal resolution of 2.8° x 2.8° and 31 hybrid $\sigma$ – p levels from the surface to 10 hPa. This run used the boundary layer mixing scheme of of Holtslag and Boville (1993), and is therefore very similar to run TOMCAT_R2.

In pTOMCAT-tropical, the original implementation of the convective scheme used in p-TOMCAT has been updated to increase convective transport to the mid and upper troposphere (Barret et al., 2010). The entrainment rate is set to be half the value suggested by Tiedtke (1989). This means there will be less stable ambient air entrained into the cloud and thus positive buoyancy in the cloud is retained to higher altitudes. This change offsets the problem in off-line models of diagnosing convection with analyses that have already been convectively adjusted. Other changes include using ISCCP satellite cloud data Rossow et al. (1996) to specify the fraction of saturated water vapour in each surface model grid and putting detrainment at the cloud top layer rather than in each layer between cloud top and bottom to allow a maximum lift for tracers from the boundary layer. The deep convective precipitation is set to be from
each layer’s newly formed condensed liquid water.

### 2.9 CATT-BRAMS Regional Model

CATT-BRAMS is a regional tracer and aerosol transport model, which calculates its own meteorological data within the model domain. Deep and shallow convection are parameterised following the formulation of Grell and Dévényi (2002), as described in Arteta et al. (2009a). This scheme uses a multi-closure and multi-parameter ensemble approach with typically 144 sub-grid members. An ensemble of entrainment/detrainment profiles and/or down-draft parameters is used to determine the vertical redistribution of tracers. Turbulent mixing in the boundary layer is treated according to the level 2.5 scheme of Mellor and Yamada (1982), which employs a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy. The horizontal resolution used is 60 km × 60 km (0.5°× 0.5°). The simulation uses 39 vertical levels from surface to 40 km. Initial conditions are from ECMWF analyses. The model is nudged at the lateral and top boundaries with ECMWF 6-hourly analyses. Sea surface temperatures are from satellite-derived weekly analyses.

### 2.10 WRF NWP

WRF version 3.1.1 is a NWP model, run on 38 layers from the surface to 5 hPa using a terrain-following hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinate system. The horizontal resolution is N96 (1.875° longitude by 1.25° latitude) and the time step is 600 s. The model uses the advective transport scheme described by Wicker and Skamarock (2002). The initial state at the surface and throughout the model atmosphere is derived from the ECMWF analyses at a spectral resolution of T511 (horizontal resolution of about 0.5°). The WRF model physics does not predict sea ice, SST, vegetation fraction, and albedo. These fields are updated in time every 6 h during the model simulation. The deep layer soil temperature is updated every 6 h as well. Sub-grid scale effects of convective and shallow clouds were parameterised by the Betts-Miller-Janjic (BMJ) cumulus scheme (Janjic, 1994, 2000). The non-resolved convective transport of tracers is parameterised...
using an elevator approach based on the convective mass flux through the atmospheric column (Grell and Dévényi, 2002, as in CATT BRAMS). The mass flux is calculated using precipitation rates and cloud properties. The entrainment/detrainment profile and downdraft parameters are used to determine the vertical redistribution of tracers. Tracers are not chemically active. The surface and boundary layers are represented using the quasinormal scale elimination (QNSE) parameterisation scheme (Sukoriansky et al., 2005).

3 Methodology

3.1 Tracers

The idealised tracers which were used in the R1 and R2 modelling experiments are listed in Table 2. The definition of the tracers, and the information that they provided is as follows:

- **T20** This tracer had a lifetime of 20 days. The initial concentration was 1 pptv at the surface, and zero elsewhere. Throughout the model run the surface concentration was held constant, in the rest of the atmosphere the only loss process for the tracer was decay according to equation 1, where \( t \) is the time step and \( \tau \) is the tracer lifetime. This tracer, having a lifetime similar to that of bromoform CHBr\(_3\), can be used to assess the differences in short-lived halogen species reaching the TTL and lowermost stratosphere between different models.

\[
C = C_0 e^{-t/\tau} \quad (1)
\]

- **T6h** The lifetime of this tracer was 6 h. It was initialised at the beginning of the model run with a zero mixing ratio everywhere in the atmosphere, except between the surface and 500 m, where the mass mixing ratio was set to 1 ppbm. The only loss process was decay according to equation 1. Being so short-lived, the T6h...
tracer could be used to investigate differences in the timing of rapid transport events between the surface and the upper troposphere, such as convection. The T6h tracer was also suitable for comparisons with the limited area models, as the short lifetime reduced the influence of transport from outside the model domain. Additionally, T6h required shorter spin-up times for the computationally expensive regional models.

– CO The idealised CO tracer was initialised from MOPITT data (Deeter et al., 2007) between the surface and 700 hPa. Everywhere else in the atmosphere the initial mixing ratio was zero. Loss of the tracer occurred only via reaction with a prescribed, constant mean OH field with a concentration of $0.5 \times 10^6$ molec cm$^{-3}$. This value is up to a factor of two lower than recent estimates of the global mean OH concentration (e.g. Wang et al., 2008), however it should be noted again that the objective was to create a highly simplified tracer which would behave with some similarly to CO in the atmosphere. Secondary sources of CO from the oxidation of hydrocarbons are also ignored, and the use of a single value for the OH concentration does not take into account latitudinal or seasonal changes in solar radiation (OH concentrations are much higher during the day than the night, and are higher in the tropics than at mid and polar latitudes). The reaction rate was pressure-dependent, given by $k = 1.5 \times 10^{-13} \times (1 + 0.6 P_{atm})$ (Sander et al., 2003), where $P_{atm}$ is pressure (in atmospheres), and $k$ has units of cm$^3$ molec$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. The CO tracer allows a qualitative validation of modelled transport via comparisons with measured CO distributions.

4 Results

In this section, the fields of the modelled tracers are compared between the models as well as with observational data. The models have rather different resolutions, and even when the spacing of the grid points is similar, the actual positions often differ. For
the comparisons in Sect. 4.1, the data from each model has therefore been linearly interpolated in the necessary spatial and temporal dimensions. By interpolating to a more finely resolved grid than the best model resolution, the smoothing out of peaks or minima was avoided. For global plots, such as in Sect. 4.2, the monthly mean model data was linearly interpolated to the same grid as the Oslo CTM2, in order to compare identical pressure levels. Several of the models did not run all of the experiments, therefore some models are not included in each of the plots shown below.

4.1 Tropical concentration profiles

We start our analysis with the T6h tracer; this tracer's mixing ratio decreases by half in ∼4 h and goes to zero after ∼24 h. Because of its extremely short lifetime this tracer can only experience fast transport processes and its vertical profile will be therefore mainly affected by convective transport. To analyse the convective transport in the different models using T6h (and T20 in the next section), we focus on 3 geographical regions, namely South America, West Africa and the Maritime Continent (hereafter abbreviated as SA, WA and MC), which have been chosen to provide examples of different types of land and island deep convection. The convective transport in each of these regions is analysed for one month chosen so that the region exhibits a strong convective activity (see R.2010 for further discussion on the choice of the regions and the respective months). The monthly mean vertical profiles of T6h are shown in Fig. 1, averaged over SA in February, WA in August and MC in November. Additionally we show for comparison the annual mean tracer profile averaged over the whole tropical region (note that only a subset of the models have archived the necessary information for this plot). In R.2010, we performed a detailed comparison of modelled and observed cloud top height distributions to investigate differences in the strength of the convection and the ability of convective parameterisations to reproduce the observed vertical distributions of clouds. Here we investigate how the same convective parameterisations differ in the vertical transport of tracers. In particular we focus on the height of the mean convective outflow and the tracer's peak concentrations at the outflow relative to the surface.
If one compares the same model in different regions, the changes in the height of the tracer’s main convective outflow should be determined by changes in the vertical extent of the convection, while the changes in tracer’s peak concentration at the outflow should follow changes in the number of convective events reaching that height. However, differences between models are not always directly attributable to such changes. In fact, the way models parameterise venting of the boundary layer, and entrainment-detrainment rates in the convective plume, can have a larger impact on the tracer distribution than the vertical extent or frequency of the convection. For example some models use convective schemes which release the tracer at the top of the convection while others distribute the tracer throughout the convective column. Therefore one should keep in mind that differences between models vertical profiles of T6h are not always directly attributable to differences in the vertical extent of the convection or the number of convective events. For this reason, the meteorological analysis of convective properties in R_2010 will help to attribute differences in the model’s convective transport.

We first analyse the height of the mean convective outflow and how it varies between models and between different geographical locations compared to the tropical mean. For the tropical region, 20° N–20° S, we can distinguish between two sets of models, those with a mean convective outflow at a height of ~190 hPa (~12.5 km) and those with a lower convective outflow at ~300 hPa (~9 km). These two model categories are also clearly marked for SA, with outflow heights at 190–200 hPa and 300 hPa respectively. For the MC region the outflow heights of the first set of models are further split between ~150 hPa (~14 km) for CATT-BRAMS and pTOMCAT_tropical, and 190–200 hPa for most other models, while TOMCAT and pTOMCAT outflow heights remain around 300 hPa. For the WA region, differences in the height of the convective outflow are smaller, with values of ~180–200 hPa for most models and 250 hPa (~10.5 km) for TOMCAT and pTOMCAT. The lower outflow heights displayed by TOMCAT and pTOMCAT can be explained by the cloud top height analysis in R_2010: with the exception of the WA region, these two models show a consistently smaller percentage of clouds.
reaching above 10 km compared to observations and other models. This indicates that the vertical extent of tropical convection, and the associated fast vertical transport, might be underestimated in these models.

Most of the models are either forced or nudged by the ECMWF winds (the only exceptions in Fig. 1 being WRF, CATT-BRAMS and UM-UCAM_highres. The span of results between the different models shows that the short-lived tracer transport depends more on the details of the convective parameterisation than on the forcing data, or the model resolution.

Indeed, modifying the convective parameterisation scheme in pTOMCAT (pTOMCAT_tropical, shown as the dashed line in Fig. 1) produces cloud top heights which are in better agreement with observations (see also R_2010); the tracer's convective outflow for this modified version is also significantly higher, and very similar to the high resolution CATT-BRAMS model, which uses its own dynamics as opposed to ECMWF forcing.

In general, the relative heights of the convective outflow for the different models do not change significantly with geographical location, with the exception of TOMCAT and pTOMCAT which have significantly higher outflow heights for WA compared to all other regions. CATT-BRAMS and pTOMCAT_tropical have the highest outflow heights (150 hPa, ~14 km for the MC region), and although the cloud top height analysis in R_2010 does not point to them as having the highest percentage of high clouds, this apparent discrepancy can be explained by the fact that both these models have convective detrainment at the top of the cloud rather than throughout the column. FRSGC/UCI, Oslo CTM2, WRF, UMKCA-UCAM_nud and UM-UCAM_highres have fairly similar convective outflow heights for all regions (in the range 170–200 hPa (~13–12 km), with FRSGC/UCI, Oslo CTM2 and WRF being slightly higher for some regions compared to the two UCAM models. The cloud top analysis in R_2010 shows that the cloud top distributions are highest for FRSGC/UCI, Oslo CTM2, and UMKCA-UCAM_nud, and slightly lower for WRF and UM-UCAM_highres. In this case, the inconsistency between the high cloud tops produced by UMKCA-UCAM_nud and the relatively lower convect-
tive outflow height can be attributed to the fact that the cloud fraction within the large model gridbox \( (3.7° \times 2.5°) \) starts decreasing with height above \( \sim 13 \) km.

We now analyse the tracer mixing ratio at the convective outflow and how it varies between models and between different geographical locations compared to the tropical mean. Generally FRSGC/UCI, Oslo CTM2 and WRF have the largest mixing ratios at the level of convective outflow, while TOMCAT and/or UMUKCA-UCAM.nud have the lowest. The other models are generally in between. The profiles from UM-UCAM.highres and UMUKCA-UCAM.nud are similar in all regions except WA, where the high resolution version of the model produces both a larger, and a higher altitude peak in tracer concentrations than the nudged model. Over SA, the nudged model has a much more pronounced mid-tropospheric minimum than UM-UCAM.highres. The very low monthly-mean tracer mixing ratio produced by UMUKCA-UCAM.nud for WA results from an anomalously low number of convective events for this region compared to other regions; this is thought to be due to poor representation of surface properties (such as surface albedo and soil moisture). Comparing the tracer mixing ratios at the outflow height between the different regions shows that for the Tropics, the tracer mixing ratios at the convective outflow height vary within the range 0.9–2.5% of the mixing ratio imposed at the surface. These values are generally smaller compared to mixing ratios at the convective outflow for the three different domains, which show mixing ratios in the range 1.4–5%, 0.5–3.5%, and 1–7% for SA, WA, and MC respectively (note that for WA we have ignored the anomalously low value associated to UMUKCA-UCAM.nud). The generally larger mixing ratios for these regions suggests that for most models under investigation, convective transport from the surface to the convective outflow height level is more efficient in these three regions at the selected times compared to the annual average convective transport in the whole tropical region. One exception is West Africa: for this region TOMCAT, pTOMCAT, pTOMCAT_tropical and UMUKCA-UCAM.nud have smaller mixing ratios at the convective outflow than they have for the Tropics.

While convection lifts the T6h tracer typically only to it’s convective outflow height,
differences between models in the outflow height and in the tracer mixing ratio at this level will also have an impact on the amount of surface species which are subsequently transported upward from the TTL to the lower stratosphere.

The data in Fig. 1 can also be viewed as a time series, as shown in Fig. 2. Due to the short lifetime of T6h, a marked diurnal cycle is expected in the upper tropospheric mixing ratios, and indeed, there is some periodicity in the T6h mixing ratios for all of the models, resulting from a daily cycle of maxima and minima in rates of transport from the surface to higher levels in the troposphere. Again here, differences in both the altitude of maximum outflow, as well as the strength of the vertical transport are obvious and cannot always be attributed to differences in the model used to generate the meteorological forcing data. A surprising difference between the models, considering that many of them use meteorological forcing data from the same source, is that the timing of the changes in the intensity of the vertical transport is not identical.

The FRSGC/UCI and Oslo CTM2 produce similar time series, differing from those of pTOMCAT and TOMCAT (R2) mainly by mixing ratio, and altitude. At the very beginning of the time series, both FRSGC/UCI and Oslo CTM2 show moderate transport to higher levels, while pTOMCAT and TOMCAT (R2) show very little vertical transport in this period, apart from this the timing in the results is similar.

UMUKCA-UCAM nud shows greater transport to about 200hPa at days 305–308, a feature which is not seen in the TOMCAT (R2) or pTOMCAT plots. The lower convective activity around day 320 is seen in all of the models, however it starts 1–2 days earlier for TOMCAT (R2), pTOMCAT and UMUKCA-UCAM nud than the other models. The free-running models produce results similar to the general features of the convective activity seen in the forced models. The timing of the enhanced concentrations in the upper troposphere differs slightly between UMUKCA-UCAM nud and UM-UCAM highres, for example around day 315.

The magnitude of the daily changes in transport intensity differ greatly between the models. CATT-BRAMS has the strongest daily cycle in convective activity, with T6h mixing ratios almost completely decaying in between the convective peaks, while the other
models have far less variability in the upper troposphere. UMUKCA-UCAM_nud produces fairly constant enhanced mixing ratios at about 700hPa, while in CATT-BRAMS, Oslo CTM2 and FRSGC/UCI the lower tropospheric peak mixing ratios are much more variable.

The differences in tropospheric transport are carried on into the stratosphere, where the spread between the models further increases, as shown in Fig. 3. While the maximum difference between the November mean mixing ratio over the Maritime Continent of two models (UMSLIMCAT and FRSGC/UCI) was about a factor of three at around 100 hPa, by 70 hPa it is already more than an order of magnitude, and continues to increase with increasing altitude. There are two processes contributing to the divergence of the modelled mixing ratios, firstly the altitude at which the slow up-welling of the lower stratosphere begins, and secondly, different rates of the stratospheric up-welling between the models. For example, while the upper tropospheric peak in mixing ratios from UMCAM is lower than that of FRSGC/UCI over WA and SA, higher in the stratosphere UMCAM has the larger mixing ratios, due to faster vertical transport within the lowermost stratosphere. On the other hand, in the tropical mean panel, FRSGC/UCI has greater mixing ratios in the upper troposphere than pTOMCAT, and the difference in mixing ratios continues to increase with altitude, due to a faster lower stratospheric up-welling in FRSGC/UCI than in pTOMCAT. However, the use of analysed divergence fields to calculate vertical transport in the TOMCAT/pTOMCAT model is known to overestimate the rate of vertical tracer transport, for example in compared to the use of heating rates (Monge-Sanz et al., 2007).

In Fig. 3, the lowest tracer concentrations in the lower troposphere, except in West Africa, are those of TOMCAT_Louis. The difference between TOMCAT (R2) and TOMCAT_Louis is the boundary layer mixing scheme employed in the model, the Louis scheme restricting the amount of tracer mixing into the lower troposphere far more than the scheme used in TOMCAT (R2). This leads to significantly smaller mixing ratios for TOMCAT_Louis than TOMCAT (R2) up to about 100 hPa. The boundary layer mixing scheme therefore, has the potential to influence tracer mixing ratios throughout
the troposphere. The profile for KASIMA starts at 600 hPa, as this is the lower boundary of the model. Due to the lack of a convective transport parameterisation, the profile of KASIMA shows no pronounced upper tropospheric peak, and has smaller mixing ratios than the profiles of the other models in the upper most troposphere and lowermost stratosphere. The profiles from UMUKCA-UCAM_nud and UMUKCA-UCAM (R1) look very similar except over the MC, where the nudged version produces higher tracer mixing ratios in the middle troposphere, more in line with the results of the other models. Over WA, the situation is reversed, with the nudged version showing lower mixing ratios than all the other models between about 800 hPa and 400 hPa.

4.2 Location of convection

The geographical location of convection is important as it determines the mixing ratios of water and the chemical species transported to the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere. The idea of a “stratospheric fountain”, with air preferentially entering the stratosphere over the western tropical Pacific and the Maritime Continent, was put forward by Newell and Gould-Stewart (1981). Subsequently Holton and Gettelman (2001) pointed out that the observed stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios could also be explained if air passed more or less horizontally though a cold area (“cold trap”) in the upper troposphere, but did not necessarily enter the stratosphere at that location. Transport from the tropical boundary layer to the tropical tropopause layer and the stratosphere during January 2001 was investigated by Levine et al. (2007), who found that two thirds of the transport from the planetary boundary layer to the TTL occurs vertically over the Indian Ocean, Indonesia and the western Pacific. On the other hand, Ricaud et al. (2007) found that convective transport of trace gases into the lower most stratosphere mainly takes place above land convective regions, particularly Africa.

The annual mean enhancement in T20 mixing ratio at approximately 200 hPa is shown in Fig. 4. This was calculated by dividing the annual mean T20 mixing ratio at each grid point by the annual, global mean mixing ratio on the 200 hPa level. The
highest T20 mixing ratios are seen in the tropics, indicating the greatest amount of vertical transport to this level takes place there, as expected. The width of the band of high convective activity does not vary greatly between the models, and all models show the greatest vertical transport taking place over the western Pacific and Indian Ocean. Most of the models also show transport being slightly enhanced over South America and Africa. At 90 hPa (Figure 5), the picture is similar, with most models indicating that the vast majority of the upward transport is taking place over the western Pacific and Indian Ocean, with very little contribution from other areas. FRSGC/UCI, Oslo CTM2, TOMCAT and pTOMCAT also show smaller contributions over South America and western Africa. No data was available at the 90 hPa level for UMUKCA-UCAM_nud.

The seasonal cycle of the T20 mixing ratios at 90 hPa in the three areas SA, WA, MC as well as a tropical mean are shown in Fig. 6. The 90 hPa level was chosen as it is located well into the TTL and is above the level of zero radiative heating. Tracers reaching this level will likely be transported into the lower stratosphere. Over SA, most of the models show a seasonal variation with minima from about July to September and larger mixing ratios from about January to March. A similar pattern is seen over the MC with low values from about June to September and larger values in November and December. The mixing ratios over the MC are also generally larger than in the other areas, which leads to the general cycle over the MC being similar to that seen in the tropical mean. In contrast to the other models, UMSLIMCAT shows a peak in T20 concentration in August–September over the MC. Over WA, few of the models show significant variation throughout the year, exceptions are UMCAM and UMUKCA-UCAM (R1), which both show larger mixing ratios towards the middle of the year. In the tropical average, mixing ratios are generally smaller from about July to October, and larger from November to May. UMSLIMCAT has a peak in mixing ratio in September, corresponding to the similar peak in over the MC, and UMUKCA-UCAM (R1) has elevated mixing ratios in July to August, which is related to the similar feature seen over WA. The seasonal cycles in T20 mixing ratio shown in Fig. 6 should relate to the precipitation rates shown in Fig. 3 of R.2010. Over South America, all models show a marked
seasonal cycle in precipitation rates, which is reflected in the T20 mixing ratios shown in Fig. 6. There is no direct relationship between amplitude of seasonal changes in the precipitation and amplitude of the seasonal changes in T20 for the different models, e.g. Oslo CTM2 and FRSGC/UCI have the highest amplitude changes in T20 mixing ratios and approximately the lowest amplitude change in precipitation rate. The situation is similar over the MC.

Over WA, there is also a seasonal cycle in precipitation rates, however, as described above, there is no pronounced seasonal cycle in T20 mixing ratios at 90 hPa for most of the models. At 200 hPa (not shown), most of the models show a seasonal cycle over WA which correlates with the changes in precipitation throughout the year. Therefore, according to these models, the vertical transport from the surface to 90hPa is strongly linked to convection for the MC and SA but not for WA.

4.3 Impact of location of rapid transport on TTL composition

The dependence of upper tropospheric tracer mixing ratios on the location of rapid vertical transport in the models can be assessed using the idealised tracers. Firstly, the monthly mean T20 mixing ratios are used to determine the grid boxes where the transport time between the surface and 153 hPa are the shortest (the highest T20 mixing ratios, similar to the areas in each panel of Fig. 5 where the mixing ratios are the highest). Then, for each month, the tropical mean (20° N–20° S) CO mixing ratio at 153 hPa is plotted as a function of the surface mixing ratio of CO averaged over the points where the transport time was determined to be the shortest. The plot of 153 hPa tropical mean CO mixing ratio vs. CO surface mixing ratio in the active vertical transport regions is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 7. For most of the models, there is a clear correlation between the two values, with correlation coefficients (R) as high as 0.90, as shown in Table 3. In contrast, when the 153 hPa tropical mean CO is plotted against the mean of the CO surface mixing ratios in the less active vertical transport regions (lower panel), the correlation is much smaller. The gradient of a linear fit to the points plotted for each model was also calculated (M in Table 3), and the much larger
gradients in the regions with faster transport (upper panel of Fig. 7) show that in the most active transport regions, a smaller change in CO can lead to a greater effect in the upper troposphere. The fact that in the lower panel the gradients are much smaller, show that it is the surface mixing ratio in the areas with the most rapid transport that control the UT/LS CO mixing ratios. There is however some contribution from the less convectively active areas, as for a few points, the upper tropospheric CO mixing ratios are larger than the surface mixing ratios in the convectively active areas. It is also interesting to note that the surface CO mixing ratios are generally smaller in the areas with faster transport to the upper troposphere. As can be seen in Fig. 5, these areas are often over the ocean, where the air is less polluted.

The lower boundary condition for CO was a monthly varying, prescribed mixing ratio between the surface and 700 hPa, therefore using a CO mixing ratio from slightly higher in the boundary layer would not have affected the results. The correlation between upper tropospheric tracer mixing ratio and location of convection show that it is important for the modelling of the composition of the tropical tropopause region that the areas of rapid vertical transport in the models are correctly located.

### 4.4 Comparison with measurements

The idealised CO tracer used in the models has a uniform removal rate and no additional sources, therefore it cannot be expected to exactly reproduce the observed tracer fields on a particular day. It can still be used however, to evaluate general features of the model transport, such as the representation of seasonal cycles or the strength and altitude of the transport of lower tropospheric air to the upper troposphere. Because of it’s relatively long photochemical lifetime, the distribution of CO is determined to a large extent by transport processes, although there is also a significant atmospheric source, due to the oxidation of hydrocarbons and methane (e.g. Shindell et al., 2006).

During the SCOUT-O3 measurement campaign carried out in the area of Darwin, Australia, in November and December 2005, the concentration of CO was measured with the COLD (Cryogenically Operated Laser Diode) instrument on board the Geo-
physica research aircraft. The COLD instrument is a mid-infrared tunable diode laser airborne spectrometer for in-situ measurement of trace gases. A liquid nitrogen cooled lead-salt diode laser is used in combination with an astigmatic Herriott multi-pass cell (providing an optical path of 36 m) to detect the absorption signal of the molecules under analysis. A direct absorption detection technique, which does not need in-flight calibration, is employed in conjunction with fast sweep integration. For CO measurements, an in-flight sensitivity of few ppbv is achieved, with a time resolution of 4s, a precision of 1% and an accuracy in the range 6–9%, mainly due to the accuracy of the molecular database (Viciani et al., 2008).

The modelled idealised CO fields were interpolated to the measurement times and locations along the Geophysica flight track, and a comparison with the measured data is plotted in Fig. 8. One of the focuses of the SCOUT-O3 measurement campaign in Darwin was to measure air that had been affected by the strong convective systems (“Hector”) which form over the Tiwi islands (Brunner et al., 2009). On the 16th of November, air in the outflow of a Hector was sampled. On the 23rd of November the quiescent TTL was sampled, and on the 25th of November only weak convection was observed. On 30th of November, relatively strong convection influenced the sampled air masses.

In general, all the models produce idealised CO values which are similar to the measured values. On the 16th, UMUKCA-UCAM_nud underestimates the measured CO mixing ratio in the lower -mid troposphere, while at about 350 hPa, pTOMCAT overestimates the mixing ratios. Higher in the atmosphere, around 100 hPa, most of the models match better with the convectively perturbed CO values than the background values, with UMUKCA-UCAM_nud still returning the lowest mixing ratios, which are within the range of the measurements. On the 30th of November, again the models capture the UT/LS CO as well as the slope of the decay in mixing ratios as altitude continues to increase. Lower down, however, there are substantial over-estimations of the measured values by all models.

On the less convectively active days, such as the 23rd of November, the models
capture the lower troposphere mixing ratios, however they all overestimate the values measured between about 150 hPa and 60 hPa, while on the 25th, the models generally reproduce the lower to mid tropospheric CO mixing ratios but, except for UMUKCA-UCAM_nud, overestimate the CO above 100 hPa. Some of the offset of the models towards higher CO values may be due to the idealised CO tracer having a longer lifetime than CO in the atmosphere. In general, the models all seem to have a vertical transport that corresponds more to convectively influenced profiles.

The agreement of the models with the measurements is encouraging, but it should be kept in mind that the differences between the models decrease as the lifetime of the tracer increases, and with a lifetime of around 3 months, CO is considerably longer lived than many of the halogen species with lifetimes of the order of days or weeks, such as bromoform (with a lifetime of about 30 days), although dibromomethane is actually much longer lived (with a lifetime of over 6 months, (Hossaini et al., 2010)).

Measurements of CO made by the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) instrument, averaged over an area bounded by 4.2°, 20.9°, 131 hPa and 110 hPa for the northern and southern hemispheres are plotted along with modelled CO in Fig. 9. TES is an infrared Fourier transform spectrometer which was launched on-board NASA Aura satellite in 2004 (Beer et al., 2001). TES is the first satellite instrument to provide vertical information on tropospheric ozone whilst simultaneously measuring CO on a global basis. The data used in this study comes from the TES Global Survey operating mode in which TES makes nadir observations with a 5.3×8.3 km footprint providing near global coverage approximately every 16 days. TES ozone and CO profiles are provided on 67 vertical levels from the surface to 0.1 hPa and have been extensively validated against in-situ observations (Nassar et al., 2008; Osterman et al., 2008; Richards et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2007; Lopez et al., 2008).

In order to correctly compare TES and model profiles one must account for the limited vertical resolution and the effects of a priori information inherent in the retrieved TES profiles. This is achieved through the application of the TES observation operator to the model profile. The observation operator consists of the averaging kernels and
the a priori profile used in the retrieval (Rodgers and Connor, 2003). The application of the TES operator to a comparison profile is described in detail in Worden et al. (2007). For this study the unique TES observation operator for each TES profile was applied to each model profile before averaging the resulting profiles for monthly mean comparisons.

All the models follow the seasonal cycle seen in the TES data, with CO values being larger in October-December than during the rest of the year. The spread between the modelled CO mixing ratios is larger in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere, with values in July ranging from around 75ppbv (pTOMCAT) to 90ppbv (FRSGC/UCI), and from 100ppbv (pTOMCAT) to 115ppbv (FRSGC/UCI) in November. The smallest differences from the TES CO mixing ratios in the northern hemisphere are seen for pTOMCAT, UMUKCA-UCAM_nud and the Oslo CTM2. In the southern hemisphere, the TES mixing ratios are underestimated slightly by most of the models between July and October, while in November and December TOMCAT (R2) and FRSGC/UCI overestimate the TES values. The highest CO mixing ratios in the southern hemisphere are measured by TES in October. All the models except pTOMCAT, however, have the peak in November.

5 Discussion

For the offline models, i.e. those which use a pre-calculated set of meteorological forcing data, the short lived tracer distribution is influenced to a large extent by the transport parameterisations in the model. Specifically, the choice of boundary layer mixing scheme has a large influence on the tropospheric tracer profile, as less dispersive schemes limit the flux of a tracer emitted at ground level into the free troposphere. When comparing the profiles from TOMCAT_Louis and TOMCAT_R2 in Fig. 3, the influence of the boundary layer mixing scheme on a short lived tracer can be seen throughout the tracer profile, up to at least 100 hPa. For the offline models pTOMCAT and pTOMCAT-tropical, the only difference is the way in which the convective trans-
port is calculated. The large differences in their T6h and T20 profiles shown in Figs. 1 and 3 again illustrate the significant influence of the convective parameterisation. The only model which does not contain a convective transport parameterisation, KASIMA, also produced a tracer profile with smaller concentrations than the other models up to 100 hPa. Over the middle portion of the tropical mean profile around 150 hPa-400 hPa, KASIMA and TOMCAT_Louis produced very similar T20 concentrations, smaller than the remaining models, further under-scoring the importance of the choice of boundary layer mixing scheme, and the use of an accurate convective transport parameterisation, when studying tropospheric tracer transport. The nudged version of UKCA (UMUKCA-UCAM_nud) shows significantly lower mixing ratios for the T6h tracer over parts of the profile for SA and WA, than is the case for the high resolution free running version (UM-UCAM_highres). Better agreement with other models is achieved with (UM-UCAM_highres). Despite the lack of an explicit boundary layer mixing scheme, UMSLIMCAT did not have a tropospheric tracer profile which was significantly different from that of the other models.

For extremely short-lived species (with lifetimes of the order of hours to days), the influence of the models’ transport parameterisations are even more obvious. Despite the use of ECMWF meteorological data to drive the models, there is around 100 hPa of difference in the altitude at which detrainment results in peak tracer concentrations, between several of the models. All aspects of the tracer distribution, i.e. the profile shape, the concentrations and the timing of transport events differ between several of the models which use the ECMWF data. Clearly, despite the use of forcing data from the same source, the transport parameterisations play a substantial role in determining the tracer distribution.

All of the models reproduced the observed seasonal cycles in mean upper tropospheric CO well, in comparison with the TES measurements, suggesting that the differences in model transport remain relatively constant throughout the year. Differences in the geographical location of the most rapid vertical transport were also examined, and it was found that the mean upper tropospheric CO mixing ratio in the tropics at
153hPa is correlated with the CO mixing ratio at the surface below the area of most rapid vertical transport in the model. Models with vertical transport taking place over areas with greater concentrations of anthropogenic species may therefore have a more polluted upper troposphere in the tropics.

For tracers with a lifetime of the order of a month, a priority should be for the model to reproduce the observed altitude at which tracer detrainment occurs. For shorter lived tracers, the intensity of the transport also becomes increasingly important. The timing of the transport events is probably of lesser importance for average tracer mixing ratios, unless there is a systematic difference between the models, as in the long term the amount of tracer transported into the upper troposphere will not strongly depend on the timing of the events. On the other hand, if the timing of the transport events is linked to the stability of the boundary layer in the different models, this may create a systematic difference in the amount of tracer transported upwards. For the composition of air entering the lowermost stratosphere, the combination of convective detrainment height and vertical advection rate in the UT/LS is important, models with a low convective detrainment altitude may still have larger mixing ratios of CO, for example, in the lowermost stratosphere, because of a more rapid advection above the convective outflow. The impact of differences in the strength of convection and detrainment altitude of convection between the models depends on the lifetime of the tracer and the altitude of interest. Throughout the troposphere, the modelled profiles of all tracers differed among the models, however, for altitudes of 100 hPa and higher, the idealised CO tracer profiles from all models were similar. For the shorter-lived tracers T20 and T6h, large differences in concentration at these altitudes were found, with the differences between models being greater for the very short-lived tracer T6h than T20.

During the course of this study, it became clear that there is a need for measurements of tracers with which model transport can be validated, independently of model chemistry. Such a tracer should have relatively well defined emissions at the surface, be insoluble, and have a short lifetime via a loss process which is independent of other atmospheric species and of altitude. The only tracer which really fits this profile is
radon. Although radon has been used in several studies in the past (e.g. Jacob et al., 1997), there is no extensive data set suitable for model evaluation. Despite the difficulties in measuring radon in the atmosphere (Kritz et al., 1998), the feasibility of large scale measurements of radon throughout the atmosphere should be considered in the future – such a dataset would improve the existing possibilities for model validation enormously.
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Table 1. The models which participated in the inter-comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>BL mix.</th>
<th>Circulation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>KASIMA</td>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>5.6°×5.6°, 750 m</td>
<td>Zalesak (1979)</td>
<td>no BL</td>
<td>ECMWF operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>UM-CAM</td>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>2.5°×3.8°L19</td>
<td>Leonard et al. (1995)</td>
<td>see text</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>UMUKCA-UCAM (R1)</td>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>2.5°×3.8°L38</td>
<td>semi-Lagrangian</td>
<td>Lock et al. (2000)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>UMSLIMCAT</td>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>2.5°×3.8°L64</td>
<td>Gregory and West (2002)</td>
<td>no mixing</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Oslo CTM2</td>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>2.8°×2.8°L40</td>
<td>Prather (1986)</td>
<td>Holtslag et al. (1990)</td>
<td>ECMWF IFS cycle 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FRSGCUCI</td>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>2.8°×2.8°L37</td>
<td>Prather (1986)</td>
<td>Holtslag et al. (1990)</td>
<td>ECMWF IFS cycle 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TOMCAT (R2)</td>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>2.8°×2.8°L31</td>
<td>Prather (1986)</td>
<td>Holtslag and Boville (1993)</td>
<td>ECMWF operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>pTOMCAT-tropical</td>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>2.8°×2.8°L31</td>
<td>Prather (1986)</td>
<td>Holtslag and Boville (1993)</td>
<td>ECMWF operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>UMUKCA-UCAM</td>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>nudged GCM</td>
<td>2.5°×3.8°L38</td>
<td>Priestley (1993)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>UM-UCAM</td>
<td>global NWP</td>
<td>0.6°×0.8°L38</td>
<td>Priestley (1993)</td>
<td>Lock et al. (2000)</td>
<td>Nudged with ECMWF operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>WRF</td>
<td>global NWP</td>
<td>1.9°×1.3°L38</td>
<td>Skamarock et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Sukoriansky et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Initialised from ECMWF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The models were run at the following institutions:
1, 5, 6 University of Leeds
2 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 University of Cambridge
6 University of Oslo
7 Lancaster University
13 Météo-France and CNRS and University of Orléans
14 University of Herfordshire
Table 2. The idealised tracers used in the experiments. More details are provided in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Initial Condition</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1pptv at the surface</td>
<td>20 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6h</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1ppbm at Z&lt;500m</td>
<td>6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>mixing ratios prescribed at Z&lt;700 hPa</td>
<td>1-3 months (decay rate is a function of pressure)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The correlation coefficients (R) and the slopes (M) of lines fitting the data shown in each panel of Fig. 7. The column “Fast trans.” shows data from the upper panel of Fig. 7, the column “Slow trans.” shows data from the lower panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRSGC/UCI</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oslo CTM2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMCAT (R2)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pTOMCAT</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMUKCA-UCAM_nud</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. The mean profile of T6h volume mixing ratios, for each model, averaged over three different areas for particular months of 2005, as well as an annual mean for the tropical region (lower right panel).
Fig. 2. Modelled profiles of mass mixing ratio as a function of time, for T6h, averaged over the Maritime Continent. The data runs from day 304 to 334, i.e. midnight on the 1st of November 2005 to midnight on the 30th of November 2005.
Fig. 3. The mean profile of T20 volume mixing ratios, for each model, averaged over three different areas for particular months of 2005, as well as an annual, tropical mean (lower right panel). The legend is split over the lower two plots, but refers to all four plots. No data was available for UMUKCA-UCAM_nud above 90 hPa.
**Fig. 4.** The fraction enhancement of the 2005 annual mean mixing ratio of the T20 tracer, for each model, at the 200 hPa level. The enhancement was calculated by dividing the value at a particular point by the global mean at that level.
Fig. 5. The fraction enhancement of the 2005 annual mean mixing ratio of the T20 tracer, for each model at the 90 hPa level. No data was available at this level for UMUKCA-UCAM_nud. The enhancement was calculated by dividing the value at a particular point by the global mean at that level.
Fig. 6. The variation throughout 2005 of the T20 mixing ratio in the different models at 90 hPa over SA, WA, the MC and as a tropical mean. The legend is split over the two lower panels, but applies to all panels.
**Fig. 7.** The tropical mean CO mixing ratios at 153 hPa vs mean surface CO mixing ratios. Values are plotted for each model and each month (monthly means) of 2005. The surface CO mixing ratios in the upper panel were taken from the 15% of the model surface, between 20° S and 20° N, directly below the grid boxes at 153 hPa with the highest T20 mixing ratios (indicating the 15% shortest transport times from the surface to 153 hPa). The surface mixing ratios in the lower panel represent the average of the remaining 85% of the area between 20° S and 20° N. The correlation coefficients and the slopes of fit lines are given in Table 3.
Fig. 8. A comparison between modelled and measured CO mixing ratios along the Geophysica flight track for (clockwise): the 16th, 23rd, 25th and 30th of November 2005. The measurements were made during the SCOUT-O3 campaign in Darwin.
Fig. 9. A comparison between the monthly mean modelled CO mixing ratio in the northern (upper panel) and southern (lower panel) hemisphere upper tropical troposphere, and TES (Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer) satellite based measurements of CO.